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of a Pr°fessi°n IS an ever-recurring necessity,
but the dead level of the educational output does not affordmuch in the way of suggestion to anxious parents and
guardians. A chapter of accidents commonly decides for the
new aspirant to independence the direction in which his natural
and acquired powers shall find their legitimate exercise.

#

As a matter of fact, vvhen a young man has completed his
university course, after passing through some public school,
he finds himself stranded, unfitted for any walk in life except
that of a tutor.

As a matter of faith, however, we may hope, that before

very long, the science side will extend itself in answer to the

popular will and the necessities of the hour.

The examples of Germany and France are becoming more

known and appreciated amongst us every day
;

and, at last,

as in those countries, provision is being made for the arts and

sciences in the curriculum of a liberal education in our schools,

colleges, and in the ancient Universities themselves.

In attempting to deal with the question “ How to become

an architect,” it is desirable to consider first, “ What is an

architect ?
”

The practice of architecture is, at once, the practice of the

fine arts and of the applied arts and sciences.

The “ born ” architect is a man of poetic temperament, of

creative imagination, and of artistic taste and judgment

.

coupled with seeing eyes and deft hands, he must have

scientific accuracy and constructive power, he is at once

designer, a builder, a man of culture, and a man of usincss.

It is more difficult to define what it is unnecessary or

him to know, than to expound what he may a vanta^eous
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The distinguishing characteristic of an ’

unites ^n his own person the artist and the engineer. If no

taste for science and no business qualities accompany is

artistic yearnings, do not make your son an architect, but

rrjve him free scope to become a painter, sculptor, or musician,

as his heart may incline him. But if his artistic sense is

accompanied with constructive talent, let him become an

architect by all means.

We may define an architect as a scientific artist
,
a definition

it may be well to bear in mind when considering this subject.

Universal geniuses are rare
;
and it is not to be expected

that there will ever be many men at one time of whom it can

be said, that they have fully realised and exemplified the

possibilities of an architect’s career.

Nevertheless, there are many more than society is aware
of, because society is itself not sufficiently well informed to

discern and appreciate them.

A cunning artist may in cloister sit,

And carve and paint a thousand things
And use both art and wit.

Yet wanting world’s renown,
May pass unsought or seen

;

It is but fame that outruns all

And wins the goal 1 ween.

The result is, that while there are a few great lights whom
circumstances have set on high to illuminate the world, there
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head of his profession contents himself, nevertheless

0

with^first in some one department of that profession H
n§

every calling, and architecture is no exception to
!"

specialists abound—men who are experts^n
^ ™ C

’

more branches of the profession; the
thmgs are required m modern life tending to the product^of first-rate workers every department, and giving "toa wider area of usefulness, if of a less exalted kid and morelimited range.

The business of a contractor or builder must not be con-
founded with that of an architect. The architect conceives
his design and illustrates it in drawings to a small scale, giving
details to a larger scale, and all mouldings and carving full
size, with a detailed description of every part of the work
under the headings of the different trades. He then schedules
every bit of material contained in the building—measuring
every portion, and preparing a bill of the quantity of the
materials and of the labour comprised in the work to be done.

To this the builder adds his prices, and gives his estimate
for the completion of the work within a stipulated time.

The architect superintends the builder during the progress

of the work, and certifies what money is due to him, as it

progresses, and finally settles the accounts on the completion

of the building, in which work he is usually assisted by a

measuring surveyor, and by a resident clerk of the works.

The architect is also the arbitrator, seeing justice done by

the builder to the employer, and by the employer to the builder.

His responsibility is enormous, and extends not only to the

plans he provides, but to the works he superintends. He must

not only be able to describe and draw the details of the work,

but he must know whether they are well executed, both as

regards materials and workmanship. The architect must, there-

fore, be not only well-versed in the history and characteristics

of every phase of architectural development, but, also, must

be so well acquainted with the arts by which his designs aie

to be realised, and the sciences underlying the whole, that his

client may be able to yield him entire confidence.

To achieve this capacity, the would-be architect should be

tably prepared before he leaves school to take advantage ot
sui
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"'"The' R^yaUn'titute of British Architects is not a teachmg

body, but it is the chief representative society of architect ,

and every architect aims to become an associate, and-after

seven years’ practice—a fellow of the same.

The Institute has long-established Examinations, whic we

at first Voluntary, but are now Compulsory upon every aspirant

for associateship.
^

As a member, for many years past, of the Board ot

Examiners, the writer can testify to the great value of the

examinations, even to those who fail at first to pass them.

The Institute has just inaugurated a scheme of examina-

tions which will gradually introduce a pupil to his profession,

and aid him in knowing what is most necessary to learn at

every stage in his progress.

These examinations are— ist, the preliminary
,
for youths

in the opening years of their pupilage
;

2nd, the intermediate ,

for pupils nearing the end of their term
;

3rd, the final

examination, for young architects who have completed their

articles, commenced practice, and are desirous of becoming
associates of the Institute as the only worthy mode of
11

registration,” while endeavouring to make their independent
way in the profession.

The Institute offers prizes every year for designs and

*
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drawings on set subjects, such t .•

for essays; the Soane medallion and £50T tm^ir^ T^’
ship open to all under thirty years ’of ‘"u

student'

studentship (value £40 and silver medal! Tr’
^

by students between the ages of eiahtf
’

a
competltlon

years the Codwm bursary (value £50 and silver medal!without limitation as to age
; the Owen Jones studentship

(value £50 per annum for two years), open to all; the Tite
prize (value £30 and a certificate); the Grissell gold medal
and £10 for competition between men who have been not
more than ten years in practice

;
lastly, the Ashpitel prize of

i, lo, awarded to the man who passes the final examination
of the year with the highest number of marks.

Edwd. C. Robins.


